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When I was inspired to start fashion design I was a bad artist, so what was I supposed to do? I

looked for fashion design books and found this. It has tips for drawing and now I'm already a better

artist. It also comes with some starting color pencils (which don't last that long if you are a frequent

drawer like me) and many model outlines so your imagination can go free! I would definitely

recommend this product to creative kids who want to be a fashion designer! This was better than I

expected and I would buy again! :)

We've purchased this twice now and all of my kids LOVE IT. my seven year old really gets into

designing outfits and drawing on the makeup and hair. I love to see her creativity thrive. My 3 year

old has also started to get into drawing in this book. Definitely one of my favorite purchases. I'll

continue to order it as long as they're selling it! It holds the pencils so it's convenient on road trips

too!

I ordered this book for my daughter, and she loves it! It is an amazing idea and it is not just good for

designing clothes and outfits, but I saw a big improvement in her drawings of people after buying

her the book. When i first saw this, I thought it must be a rip off because it's so cheap, but it arived

in perfect condition and even came a day early! If you are thinking about buying this book, I think

you definetly should.

I couldn't decide between this and the Fashion Angels Fashion Design Sketch Portfolio for my

granddaughter's 10th birthday, so she got both! It's now a year later and she is still madly designing

away using both and still enjoys them. This is a really creative set and I've tried my hand at using it

and have had a lot of fun! Makes lot's of really good looking fashion designs with almost infinite

options.

Both of my girls, ages 14 and 10, love this book. We purchased the first as a gift for one daughter,

and after seeing all of the options for drawing faces, outfits and accessories, the other one had to

buy one, too. Pages have multiple faces our outfits lightly sketched as a "skeleton" or starting off

point for the artist, who is able to embellish and make each drawing their own. Hours of time is

spent on this book at our home.

This book was made with my daughter in mind. She is really enjoying the fashion drawing. Good gift



to any young girl who is interested in fashion!

This was great for my fashion loving 7 year old daughter. She is doing so well with it too. Each page

has some kind of silhouette like a head shot or a whole body and then she designs for it. Hair

makeup and accessories for the head. For the whole body ones she'll do the outfit, hair , shoes etc.

The beginning of the book gives lots of examples to help with ideas. Sometimes she copies them

but most times she makes up her own styles. She uses this book a lot and loves it. You should

definitely add it to the collection of things to beat boredom.

This was a gift for my cousin. She's 9 and loves fashion, but couldn't quite draw things the way she

wanted them to look. This book was perfect because it gives step-by-step instructions on how to

draw certain looks (even faces)! My cousin loved this book and was so excited to start using it. It

comes with nice colored pencils. I'm thinking this will keep her occupied and learning for a while!
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